Another...

SMASH!

Privacy Regulation...

IN EUROPE?!?!

POW!

MY QUEEN, MAYBE IT WON'T BE SO BAD. THE ePRIVACY REGULATION APPEARS TO JUST BE FOR COMMUNICATIONS PROVIDERS, THE BIG TELECOMS, WE'LL BE FINE!

YOU MEAN THIS PHONY STREAMING CAT VIDEO SITE I'M BUILDING THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS MALWARE WILL BE COVERED?

YOU MEAN THIS APP I'M BUILDING THAT PRETENDS TO SEND ENCRYPTED MESSAGES WILL BE COVERED?

YOU SNIVELING MORONS! NINCOMPOOPS! WASTES OF PERFECTLY GOOD ATOMS! THE NEW REGULATION IS GOING TO COVER ANYONE WHO DELIVERS ELECTRONIC INFORMATION!

YES YES YES! ANY SERVICE DELIVERING ELECTRONIC INFORMATION WILL BE COVERED. ANY, AND ALL! THIS IS DISASTROUS...

REALLY, WHO USES PHONES NOW ANYWAY?